In the 2 years after the implementation of the research meeting, residents published significantly more often with an average of 2 peer reviewed journal articles published per year per resident compared to 0.47 peer reviewed publications in the 3 years prior to implementation (2 vs 0.47 publications per resident per year, p=0.009). Residents were also more likely to present at national (0 vs 0.75 presentations per resident per year, p=0.028) and regional meetings (0 vs 1 presentations per resident per year, p=0.001).
OBJECTIVE:
The objective of this study was to assess the accuracy of procedure, diagnosis and physician billing code algorithms to identify cases of spinal cord injured persons having undergone surgical flap closure of pelvic pressure injuries in a provincial administrative data base.
Hospital medical records with confirmed cases (true positive) and controls (true negative) were used as reference standard.
METHODS:
Following research ethics approval, 111 patients were included with 136 cases of pressure injury (PI) reconstruction procedures from the billing codes of one plastic/reconstructive surgeon from the years 2002-2015, at one tertiary care hospital in Toronto, Ontario. 38 controls were further identified through medical record review. Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP) billing codes, ICD-10-CA and Canadian Classification of Health Interventions codes (CCI) were recorded for each of the cases. Spinal cord diagnosis, the index surgery codes and billing codes were use to build several algorithms tested for sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV).
RESULTS:
The final and best algorithm displayed a sensitivity of 69.1%, specificity of 97.37%; PPV of 98.95% and NPV of 46.84%. In other words, 30.9% of the true positives in this cohort were missed using the algorithm while 97.37% of the true negatives were identified using the same algorithm.
CONCLUSION:
Use of retrospective observational study employing administrative algorithms to identify SCI patients who have undergoing pressure injury reconstruction is currently insufficient to proceed with population based study in Ontario. This study emphasizes the importance of evaluating accuracy and completeness of codes in administrative databases in order to reduce the risk of misclassification and subsequent reduction of power and generalizability.
